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Course Overview 
 

Name of the Course 
Basic Programming In Python 
Language 

Level Certificate 

Duration 
20hrs (including practical and 
Industrial demonstration) 

Course Credit 2 

Eligibility All Undergraduate students   

Course Fee Rs. 50/- 

Structure 
Theory- 20hrs with demonstration 
Practical- 10 (based upon the 
syllabus) 

Assessment 

At the end of the course. MCQ type 
assessment will be the conducted 
with Small Project (mobile based) 
 

Attendance  

Enrolled students have to give 75% 
attendance in theory and Practicals, 
failing which no certificate will be 
awarded 

Course Co-ordinator 

Prof. MujahidKazafi 
Department of Chemistry 
Mob: 9405635395 
Email: mujahidkazafi@gmail.com 

Course Convener 

Dr. ArifAnjum 
Vice Principal 
Arts, Science And Commerce 
College, Malegaon City 

 
 



 Introduction: 

Python is an interpreted,high-level, general-purpose programming 

language. Created by Guido van Rossum and first released in 1991, Python 

has a design philosophy that emphasizes code readability, notably using 

significant whitespace. It provides constructs that enable clear 

programming on both small and large scales.Van Rossum led the language 

community until stepping down as leader in July 2018. 

Python features a dynamic type system and automatic memory 

management. It supports multiple programming paradigms, including 

object-oriented, imperative, functional and procedural, and has a large and 

comprehensive standard library. 

Python interpreters are available for many operating systems. CPython, the 

reference implementation of Python, is open source softwareand has a 

community-based development model, as do nearly all of Python's other 

implementations. Python and CPython are managed by the non-profit 

Python Software Foundation.  

The goal of this course is to provide an introduction to Python. This course 

is basic level learning for undergraduate students and aimed a initiating 

skill among the students and prepare them for their career. 

 
 Learning Objectives- 

The learning objectives of this course are: 

 To understand why Python is a useful scripting language for 

developers. 

 To learn how to design and program Python applications. 

 To learn how to use lists, tuples, and dictionaries in Python 

programs. 

 To learn how to identify Python object types. 

 To learn how to use indexing and slicing to access data in Python 

programs. 

 To define the structure and components of a Python program. 

 To learn how to write loops and decision statements in Python. 

 To learn how to write functions and pass arguments in Python. 

 To learn how to build and package Python modules for reusability. 

 To learn how to read and write files in Python. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/CPython


 To learn how to design object‐oriented programs with Python 

classes. 

 To learn how to use class inheritance in Python for reusability. 

 To learn how to use exception handling in Python applications for 

error handling. 

 
 Learning Outcome: 

Students mastering the material in this course will achieve the following: 

 Students can demonstrate understanding of modern version control tools. 

 Students exhibit facility with a Linux command line environment. 

 Students can demonstrate understanding of the role of testing in scientific 

computing, and write unit tests in Python. 

 Students can use command line tools to write and edit code. 

 Students can write code in Python to perform mathematical calculations 

and scientific simulations. 

 Students can produce publication-ready graphics from a dataset. 
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1. Dr. ArifAnjum 
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Arts, Commerce and Science 
College, Malegaon City 

Chairman 

2. Prof. MujahidKazafi 
Department of Chemistry 

Member  

3. Prof. Ziyaurrahan Z.H 
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Member 
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Member 
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MCM Phd(Computer Science)  
Network Administrator 
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SYLLABUS 

 

1: Introduction to Python       01 hr 

Installation and Working with Python  

          Understanding Python variables  

          Python basic Operators  

          Understanding python blocks  

 2: Python Data Types        02 

 Declaring and using Numeric data types: int, float, complex  

          Using string data type and string operations  

          Defining list and list slicing  

          Use of Tuple data type  

 3: Python Program Flow Control      03 

 Conditional blocks using if, else and elif 

          Simple for loops in python  

          For loop using ranges, string, list and dictionaries  

          Use of while loops in python  

          Loop manipulation using pass, continue, break and else  

          Programming using Python conditional and loops block  

4: Python Functions, Modules and Packages     03 

  Organizing python codes using functions  

          Organizing python projects into modules  

          Importing own module as well as external modules  

          Understanding Packages  

          Powerful Lamda function in python  

          Programming using functions, modules and external packages  

 



5: Python String, List and Dictionary Manipulations   03 

  Building blocks of python programs  

          Understanding string in build methods  

          List manipulation using in build methods  

          Dictionary manipulation  

          Programming using string, list and dictionary in build functions  

 

6: Python File Operation       02 

   Reading config files in python  

          Writing log files in python  

          Understanding read functions, read(), readline() and readlines()  

          Understanding write functions, write() and writelines()  

          Manipulating file pointer using seek  

  Programming using file operations  

 

 7: Python Object Oriented Programming – Oops    03 

 Concept of class, object and instances  

          Constructor, class attributes and destructors  

          Real time use of class in live projects  

          Inheritance, overlapping and overloading operators  

          Adding and retrieving dynamic attributes of classes  

          Programming using Oops support  

 

8: Python Regular Expression       02 

Powerful pattern matching and searching  

          Power of pattern searching using regex in python  

          Real time parsing of networking or system data using regex  



          Password, email, url validation using regular expression  

          Pattern finding programs using regular expression  

 

 9: Python Exception Handling      02 

 Avoiding code break using exception handling  

          Safe guarding file operation using exception handling  

          Handling and helping developer with error code  

          Programming using Exception handling  

 

 10: Python Database Interaction      02 

SQL Database connection using python  

            Creating and searching tables  

            Reading and storing config information on database  

            Programming using database connections  

 11: Python Multithreading       01 

Understanding threads  

             Forking threads  

             Synchronizing the threads  

             Programming using multithreading  

12: Python CGI Introduction       01 

   Writing python program for CGI applications  

            Creating menus and accessing files  

            Server client program  

 

 

References:  

1. Python Crash Course Eric Matthes(No Starch Press, 2016) 



2. Head-First Python, 2nd edition Paul Barry (O’Reilly, 2016) 

3. Invent Your Own Computer Games with Python, 4th edition Al 

Sweigart(No Starch, 2017) 

4. Think Python: How to Think Like a Computer Scientist, 2nd edition Allen 

B. Downey (O’Reilly, 2015) 

5. Learn Python 3 the Hard Way Zed A. Shaw (Addison-Wesley, 2016) 

Learning Resources 

1. https://www.youtube.com/user/hiteshitube (Introductory Course) 

2. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RAwntanK4wQ&list=PLwgFb6Vs

Uj_lQTpQKDtLXKXElQychT_2j (Introductory Online Course) 

 

Assesment: 

At the End of course, MCQ type examination will be conducted along with 

oral/Project on any of the tools of the python language. After successful 

completion and attendance should be above 75%. Examination is 

compulsory, no certificate will be awarded to any candidate who fails in 

attendance and examination criteria. 

 

 

 

 

Dr. ArifAnjum      Prof. MujahidKazafi N.A. 

Course Convener      Course Coordinator 
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